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Background

I saw a performance of  Frises given by my professor, Movses Pogossian at UCLA before his album

“Inspired  by  Bach”  was  released  (which  included  this  work).  Being  literally  wowed  by  it,  it

immediately inspired me to learn it. Before this, I’ve worked with electronics, but either I was playing

against a backing track, or someone else controlled the sound construction. In  Frises, the sounds I

create is used in the electronic component, and I have total control of when and how it happens. I found

immense joy during the study of the work, and when performing it, mainly because I felt like I was

playing around with sound affects a lot. 

Detailed Description

Frises (Friezes) was born of violinist Richard Schmoucler’s request, who told me his idea of combining

different works around Bach’s second partita for solo violin, particularly in relation to the last part, the

Chaconne. He asked me to compose a piece to be performed after Bach’s Chaconne and start it with the

note that ends the movement, the D.

My piece, which I wrote in 2011, has four parts. I focused in each of them on the idea of one historical

ostinato variation form, using as starting-point carillon, passacaglia, ground bass, and chaconne. There

are four variations around a theme, a harmonic process, or other musical parameter.

To expand the ideas and possibilities of the instrument, I added an electronic dimension to the work.

According to its character, each part has a different processing. In general, and in accordance with the

score,  prepared  sound materials  are  set  off  by the  musician  during  the  piece.  These  materials  are

completed by real-time transformations of the violin sounds.

My aim in composing this piece was to create a rich work for violin with four very different and

independent parts. The first part,  Frise jaune (Yellow Frieze), is a prelude, a flexible improvisation

around a constant D, colored by harmonics and the electronic part consisting of bell sounds. This part is

also inspired by the idea of carillon, a continuous melodic variation.

The second part, Frise de fleurs (Frieze of Flowers), is based on a harmony created on a ground bass.



Sequences of successive chords are gradually enriched before opening to achieve a  more free and

lyrical development.

The third part, Pavage (Paving), is inspired by transformations of a source material by a mathematical

process where a frieze is a filling of a line or a band by a geometric figure without holes or overflow, as

in paving. But I do not work in the sense of perfect symmetry – as with the cobblestones of a patterned

ground – rather to create continual metamorphosis, in the sprit of some M. C. Escher’s images, though

less consistently.

The last part,  Frise grise (Gray Frieze), is like a strange procession, solemn, fragile, but at the same

time resolved. The idea of passacaglia is here realized with slow triplets, the constant accompaniment

of the left hand pizzicati on three strings, while the melody is evolving on the fourth, which is not part

of the accompaniment. The thematic material evolves, descending slowly from E, the highest string, to

G, the lowest. The music finally reaches the initial D, double-stopped, restoring us to the beginning.

The titles are inspired by the mathematical ideas mentioned above but also by Odilon Redon’s painted

friezes, which I saw recently in an exhibition dedicated to his work – especially the Yellow Frieze,

Frieze of Flowers, and Gray Frieze.

Frises was composed for and dedicated to Richard Schmoucler, and commissioned by the Borusan Art

Centre, Istanbul.
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Bio

Xenia has performed with many of the orchestras around Aus-

tralia and New Zealand and has also been a recitalist in various

venues  across  Australia,  China,  the UK, and the  US.  These

venues include  the  Horncastle  Arena,  Sydney Opera  House,

Shanghai  Concert  Hall,  Wigmore  Hall,  St.  John's  Smith

Square, Boston Court Performing Arts Centre, and LACMA.

In addition, Xenia has worked with and or played in events of

great  composers  like  John  Adams  -  inside  the  (G)gearbox

2017, Esa-Pekka Salonen, and John Corigliano. She has also

partaken  in  outreach  tours  spanning  both  regional  NSW in

Australia and regional Washington State in the US. Furthermore, Xenia has been frequently aired live

on  3MBS FM,  ABC radio,  Radio  New Zealand,  Shanghai  People’s  Radio  Station  Classical  94.7,

KUSC, and  Classical KING FM. In 2009, she was the winner of the Gisborne International Music

Competition.

Xenia completed her Bachelors of Music Performance at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music under

the tutelage of Professor Alice Waten, Upon graduating in 2012, she spent the summer of 2013 working



intensely with Professor Boris Kuschnir. She furthered her studies at the Royal Academy of Music in

London under Professor György Pauk, achieving her Master of Arts degree. In 2016, she completed her

Master of Music degree at the University of California, Los Angeles under the guidance of Professors

Movses Pogossian, Guillaume Sutre, and Varty Manouelian. She continued her studies at UCLA, and is

currently concluding her Doctorate of Musical Arts degree. Additionally, Xenia is a Teaching Assistant

for the String Department within the UCLA Herb Alpert School of Music.

 

Xenia was supported by the Tait Memorial Trust - The Thornton Foundation, the Leverhulme Trust,

Woolf Mernick, and Margot MacGibbon during her studies in London. She is supported by the Ian Pot-

ter Cultural Trust Fund, Friends of Strings Award, and Greenschlpoon, and the Edna and Yu Shan Han

Foundation for her current studies at UCLA.

Xenia is project to release her debut album in early 2019, under SHEVA Collection. It will include

works by Esa-Pekka Salonen, Peter Sculthorpe, Eugène Ysaÿe, Rodion Shchedrin, Edith de Chizy, and

David Paterson. 


